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NGOs discuss perils of Bank engagement
following mines review meeting
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NGO participants in a number of World Bank review processes have aired their frustrations about
the lack of impact they achieve.Latin American groups who attended the first regional consultation
as part of the Bank’s Extractive Industries Review (EIR) complained that their participation in
the meeting was “unequal”. They said the World Bank played a “dominant” role, providing
information and defining topics in ways which prevented effective civil society engagement.
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The NGOs complained that World
Bank staff had an “overwhelming
presence” at the meeting, crowding
out other stakeholders and providing information that was “neither
objective nor appropriate for the
Review”.The meeting was,for example,framed to discuss whether or not
the extractive industries generate
wealth rather than “why this wealth
is not fairly distributed, does not
contribute to economic development, and has not been an effective
response to combating poverty in
our countries”. For these and other
reasons a broader grouping of NGOs
wrote a joint letter to the Bank in
mid-April saying that “the process
remains fundamentally flawed”.
As well as the projects supported
by the World Bank Group, activists
are again raising concerns about the
way that the Bank forces the liberalisation of mining sectors through its
sectoral and structural adjustment
lending. In a recent statement Oilwatch Africa commented: “interna-

“The facilitators tried to cut off a presentation by a Bank staff member
that had run overtime. The staff member ignored the facilitator and gave
the microphone to another Bank colleague who in turn (despite pleas
from the facilitators) turned it over to another Bank staff member.”
Report of EIR consultation, Rio de Janeiro, April 2001

tional financial institutions, Northern governments and transnational
oil and gas companies force African
Countries to weaken or abolish laws
and regulations on the oil and gas
industries and this leads to the violation of community rights”.
The World Bank is currently pushing the same approach in Indonesia.
Its briefing to the recent Consultative
Group (donors meeting) on Indonesia advocated relaxing restrictions
on mineral exploration and extraction in officially protected forests
and small islands because “the prohibited areas include a number of
potentially rich mining prospects”.
The Bank recommends the Government of Indonesia should speed up
the passage of the new Energy Law

which is currently being rushed
through parliament. The new rules
open Indonesia’s natural resources
to foreign investors and relax local
content requirements without any
apparent added environmental or
social standards being applied.
Meanwhile an international NGO
fact-finding team recently visited
Tanzania to interview miners,victims’
relatives and police about the mass
evictions and killings that took place
in the Bulyanhulu mine area in 1996.
The team recommended the establishment of “an independent,impartial,transparent and comprehensive
inquiry into the allegations of uncompensated mass evictions of miners
and mine owners, and killings of
miners at Bulyanhulu during the

summer of 1996”. The mine is supported by the World Bank Group’s
MIGA private sector guarantee facility.
It is not just the EIR which is under
fire. Organisations involved in the
Structural Adjustment Participatory
Review Initiative (SAPRI) and World
Commission on Dams (WCD) vented
their frustrations about similar Bank
processes at a meeting in Washington in April. “Many of us have tested
the Bank’s sincerity in this era of
‘dialogue’ and have found it woefully
wanting,” said Steve Hellinger, president of The Development GAP, a
Washington-based NGO.
Citizens’ groups are asking
whether participating in Bankbacked review processes are yielding
sufficient results, or whether they
are distracting NGOs from public
campaigning against World Bank
policies and projects which harm
poor people and the environment.
To adapt Shakespeare:“to engage or
not to engage, that is the question.
Whether it’s nobler in the mind to
suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous processes, or to protest
Bank misdeeds and by opposing
end them”.
®
Extractive Industries Review
∑ www.eireview.org
SAPRIN and WCD
∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/
topic/reform/r26dialogue.html
Statement on ﬂawed Bank consultation
processes
∑ www.irn.org/programs/ﬁnance/
011113.DGAP-IRN-release.PDF
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On the road to ‘Qatar-naskis’
G8 leaders put terrorism, NEPAD and education on the agenda for Canada summit

On 26 June leaders of the G8 nations
will gather in the western Canadian
mountain resort of Kananaskis,
dubbed the “Qatar of Canada” in reference to last year’s WTO meeting
held in the isolated oil state. The
stated summit priorities are the fight
against terrorism, supporting the
New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD,see box),and reviewing progress towards the Millenium
Development Goals.
Early agreement was reached by G8
Finance Ministers and Central Bank
Governors during recent meetings in
Washington to coordinate efforts
against terrorist financing. The IMF
and World Bank will “begin conducting financial sector assessments,

incorporating reports on compliance
with anti-money laundering and terrorism financing standards”. It is
unclear what this will mean in terms
of increased conditionality for recipients of Bretton Woods financing.
Canadian Prime Minister Jean
Chretien has called NEPAD the “centerpiece of our agenda”. Northern
government representatives met in
Cape Town in February to begin
negotiations on a G8 Africa Action
Plan and a follow-up meeting will be
held in Switzerland concurrently
with the G8 summit. International
institutions have rushed to show
their support for the NEPAD initiative
which has grown out of the World
Bank-chaired Strategic Partnership

with Africa. The UNDP has pledged
support to improve country credit
ratings, strengthen emerging stock
exchanges and facilitate investment
meetings. Private sector representatives from Microsoft, Coca-Cola and
Chevron amongst others recently
met to sign the ‘Dakar Declaration’ to
“set up structures under which they
can cooperate with NEPAD.” However,
Ken Kweku of the World Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency, described the Dakar business meeting as just a “talk shop”.
Support for the ‘Education for All’
initiative figures to feature prominently on the Summit agenda. A G8
taskforce on education issues has
been created, the Canadian government pledging $CDN 555 million, a
quadrupling of education investment, to the initiative. Worryingly
however,the Canadian International
Development Agency has highlighted the provision of “Canadian
expertise”. A key point in the Global
Campaign for Education, a network
of NGOs lobbying for the ‘Education
for All’ agenda, has been the insistence that aid should not be tied.
It is unclear whether the role of
the G8 in influencing loan conditionalities will be discussed. At the
meeting in Washington, Finance
Ministers committed themselves to
“linking greater contributions by
developed nations to the adoption
of good economic policies by developing countries.” The risk for developing countries is that the latter will
be interpreted narrowly. In a recent
paper, Carlos Santiso of John Hopkins University questioned whether
the current emphasis on good governance will allow states “sufficient

NEPAD—African Renaissance?
The New Partnership for Africa’s Development is a pledge by African leaders “to
eradicate poverty and to place their countries on a path of sustainable growth and
development”. The plan will attempt to integrate existing bilateral and multilateral
ﬁnancing programmes, staking its success on “the building of a strong and competitive
economy as the world moves towards greater liberalisation and competition.”
Despite enthusiastic support from governments and the international business
community, civil society reaction to the initiative has been mixed. Most commentators
have lauded the initiative’s attempt to forge a new relationship with development
partners, and its focus on African ownership and self-reliance. Critics ﬁnd, however, that
practice falls far short of rhetoric. Third World Network charges that the ‘new
relationship’ represents little more than a rehashing of neo-liberalism. Despite the
language of ownership, Trevor Ngwane, Soweto Local Councillor, has said that “no civic
society, church, political party, parliament or democratic body was consulted in Africa”.
Ngwane’s views reﬂect the attitude of the Bamako Declaration, made at the African
Social Forum in Mali in January, where there was a consensus against the NEPAD
initiative.

NEPAD = SAP + GATS + DSB, Yash Tandon, TWN
∑ www.twnafrica.org/ISSUES/nepad/nepad_eventdetail.asp?twnID=189
Should African social movements be part of NEPAD? Trevor Ngwane
∑ www.geocities.com/ericsquire/articles/ngwane-nepad1.htm
Bamako Declaration of the African Social Forum
∑ www.worldsummit2002.org/texts/AfricanSocialForum.pdf

space to articulate their own development strategies and political
development models.”
This issue will certainly be on the
agenda outside the official meetings.
Several events are being organized in
the run-up to the Summit.From 21–25
June will be the G6B (G-six billion), a
series of seminars on economic and
social justice issues at the University
of Calgary. During the conference
days, the Council of Canadians and
several other organizations will be
organizing a ‘Solidarity Village’ at the
site of the Summit itself.Participants
will be wary after the death of a protestor at the last G8 meeting in Genoa,
and the performance of Canadian
police during APECdemonstrations in
Vancouver.
®
Oxfam Education Report
∑ www.oxfam.org.uk/educationnow/
edreport/report.htm
G8 Education Taskforce Consultation with
Civil Society (Global Campaign for Education)
∑ www.campaignforeducation.org/
_html/docs/welcome/frameset.shtml
Ofﬁcial G8 Site
∑ www.g8.gc.ca/menu-e.asp
University of Toronto’s G7 Information
Centre (also Carlos Santiso’s Governance
Conditionality and the Reform of Multilateral
Development Finance: The role of the G8)
∑ www.g7.utoronto.ca
G6B
∑ www.peaceandhumanrights.org
Solidarity Village
∑ www.oxygensmith.com/~g8camp/
home/index.php
G8 Activism
∑ g8.activist.ca
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World Bank/IMF meetings attract praise and protests
The World Bank and IMF spring meetings in Washington attracted praise
from some NGO campaigners and
anger from street protesters. Some
75,000 people took to the streets for a
peaceful march, including large
numbers of people supporting the
Palestinian cause as well as many
anti-globalisation voices angry
about the World Bank and IMF’s powerful roles in the global economy.
Few of the protesters were aware of
the details of the decisions being
made in the gleaming office buildings
they filed past. Had they been, they
might have found their concerns reinforced by a statement from the Devel-

opment Committee that the World
Bank must increase its efforts to work
with the World Trade Organisation to
help remove obstacles to countries
joining the global economy.
On the other hand, ministers
acknowledged that the Argentinian
crisis has shown that there is “a gap”
in the international system which
needs to be filled. New approaches
for renegotiating the debts of countries which get into financial trouble
are under discussion, but there is
much disagreement on how this
might work (see story, page 6).
Action Aid, Oxfam and Save the
Children welcomed the education

action plan that the World Bank prepared for the meeting. Ministers also
agreed that further steps must be
taken on PRSPs. In particular they
asked the Bank and Fund to “extend
the participatory processes for the
elaboration and monitoring of PRSPs
and to improve poverty and social
impact analysis” of policies to be
introduced under PRSPs. Work is
underway in both the World Bank and
the UK Department for International
Development on poverty and social
impact assessment approaches.It will
be discussed this September at the
Bank/Fund annual meetings and at a
conference on impact assessment.
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Charlotte Denny commented in
The Guardian that the progress made
on education in Washington this
month shows that the Bank can be
“part of the solution,not just the problem”. However many protesters, NGO
lobbyists and Bank insiders feel that
these institutions still need major
reform. Economist William Easterly,
who recently left the Bank, commented in March in the Washington Post
that if Bank money is stolen or wasted
“by the time that awareness dawns
on the Bank, if it ever does, the Bank
employee who made the loan has
moved elsewhere in the bureaucracy
and is never held to account”.
®
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WB land reform: “land for
whoever can buy it”
In the early 1990s, under increasingly
severe criticism of neo-liberal structural adjustment policy, the World
Bank announced the need to reinforce its anti-poverty programs. Land
reform became a priority as part of
this shift, but the World Bank has
been criticised by rural social movements for emphasising market-based
approaches to land redistribution.
They argue that “land for whoever
works it” has become “land for whoever can buy it” and say that existing
land reform programmes should
have been continued and improved.
Around fifty representatives of
social movements,as well as academics
and researchers in this field,gathered
in Washington mid-April to discuss
the impacts of the market-assisted
land reform policies designed, supported and financed by the World
Bank. Case studies were drawn from
Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, South
Africa and Thailand. Most countries
studied show that the model promoted by the Bank cannot properly
address the issue of landlessness.
“The Bank and the Brazilian government are selling the poor a cruel illusion—that they can get land without
a struggle,” says Adalberto Martins of
Brazil’s Landless Workers’ Movement
(MST). “It isn’t working. People who
had nothing before now still have
nothing—and are in debt for it.” High
interest rates, combined with poor

tracting people’s attention from the
necessity of a real land reform”. He
argues that only a minute percentage
of families who need land in Colombia actually got some.
More generally, participants condemned the policies promoted by
the World Bank and IMF in their
countries,which they say “have fixed
the rules of the game to favour larger
players such as big corporations”.
They demand that the World Bank
ceases its current land policies and
replaces them with policies based
on the right to land and food, and
that governments take responsibility for implementing programs of
land redistribution by means of
expropriation with or without compensation.
®

quality land sold by land owners,have
driven many families into poverty and
increased indebtedness,forcing them
to abandon the land they acquired to
repay the loans.Among the other concerns raised are the privatisation of
public or common land, exclusion of
the poorest people, especially indigenous communities and rural women,
as well as the Bank pushing farmers to
join ‘strategic alliances’ by which land
is distributed to them under the condition that they sell their production
to one multinational company.
Bank officials who debated with
participants in the seminar argue
that market-assisted land reform had
not been designed as a substitute to
existing programmes, which are
often based on government expropriation with compensation. Klaus
Deininger, a Senior Economist in the
Bank’s Development Economics
Group, agrees that land reform has
to be a wealth transfer and that not
only does the land transferred have to
be of good quality but people must
have the means to work it. But the
Bank and participants in the seminar
disagree on the capacity of marketassisted land reform to achieve these
objectives. While, for instance, the
Bank considers Colombia a success
story, Hector Mondragon of the Consejo Nacional Campesino para la
Acción Rural says:“six years of World
Bank efforts have only resulted in dis-

Seminar info
∑ www.rbrasil.org.br
Press release
∑ www.environmentaldefense.org/
article.cfm?contentid=1961
World Bank Market Based Land Reform Fact
Sheet, Environmental Defense
∑ www.actglobal.org/worldbank/
The Evolution of the World Bank’s Land Policy:
Principles, Experience, and Future Challenges,
by Klaus Deininger and Hans Binswanger
∑ www.worldbank.org/research/
journals/wbro/obsaug99/evolution.htm

OT H E R L I N K S
Landless Workers’ Movement
∑ www.mstbrazil.org
Food, Land and Freedom report on World
Bank Land Policies
∑ www.ﬁan.org/englishversion/arc_do1.htm
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Success of Brazilian
land reform contested
Brazil is clearly a controversial illustration of World Bank land reform policy.
Land distribution in Brazil is particularly unequal and has created strong
tensions among social groups.The $90
million World Bank pilot project initiated in 1997 set up a Land Bank to provide loans for farmers to buy land.Five
years later, a draft study conducted by
the National Forum on Agrarian
Reform in the five pilot states shows
that families are unable to produce
enough to survive, let alone to repay
the loans.The study challenges the efficiency of market-driven mechanisms,
not only because they are distorted in
the case of Brazil,but also because they
are insufficient to ensure effective
poverty reduction.The authors say natural problems such as poor soil quality
and droughts alone cannot explain the
programme’s failure and they call for
reinforcement of high-quality and
long-term technical assistance. The
Bank has nonetheless declared the project a success,and in November 2000—
before any of the loans had come due—
approved an additional $200 million to
expand the program.
®
‘A Ticket to Land’. The World Bank’s marketbased land reform in Brazil, Sérgio Sauer,
University of Brasilia
∑ www.rbrasil.org.br
World Bank Project description:
∑ www4.worldbank.org/sprojects/
Project.asp?pid=P050772
The WB and the Land Bank: Enhanced Poverty
in Brazil, Institute for Socioeconomic Studies
∑ www.inesc.org.br
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No public consultation on Rural Development Strategy
Pesticide Action Network (PAN) has
been successful in its efforts to
ensure a 90 day public consultation
period on the World Bank’s draft
Rural Development Strategy (RDS).
The latest version of the RDS, first
posted on the Bank’s website on 25
April, will now go to the Board for

final approval on 9 July. The original
Board date of 25 April was pushed
back after concerns were expressed
by both civil society and Bank Executive Directors over the lack of opportunity for public scrutiny.
Several points are highlighted by
NGOs as areas for particular concern:

• PAN’s concerns include the draft strategy’s promotion of genetic engineering in
agriculture, which they say poses social,
environmental, health and economic risks
for farmers in borrower countries;
• Ignoring its current and binding policy
on ecologically-based integrated pest managment (IPM) methods,the draft strategy
backs away from the Bank’s prior committment to reducing reliance on pesticides;
• Bank support for the pricing of water and
the “putting in place of private water user
associations”.Globalization Challenge Initiative points to “documented problems both
with private sector water delivery schemes
and with access by the poor to water under
these schemes.”
• Finally,the Bank’s conclusion that experiments with market-assisted land reform
“show much promise” is contested by numerous farmers’ organizations (see above).

UK-backed plan would “throw 20 million off land” in India
The ‘Vision 20/20’ plan, drawn up by US management consultants and funded by both
the Bank and a promised £65 million from the UK government, has set as its objective
the reduction of the agricultural population of Andhra Pradesh from 70 to 40 per cent by
turning small farms into agri-businesses. A memorandum of understanding has been
signed with Monsanto to provide genetically modiﬁed seed. A citizens’ jury, composed
of small farmers, traders, food processors and consumers, unanimously rejected the
plan during its deliberations in late June last year. According to their estimates, the plan
would displace some 20 million people. A delegation of Indian women farmers which
presented the ﬁndings of the citizens’ jury to the House of Commons, has called on the
UK government not to sign the next aid cheque to Andhra Pradesh.
New Scientist, Plan could “throw 20 million off land” in India
∑ www.newscientist.com/news/news.jsp?id=ns99992057
For more information on the Vision 20/20 plan, contact:
µ Michel.Pimbert@iied.org

Despite conceding that “the poor are
more affected by market failures”,the
draft strategy’s focus is to use market

3

mechanisms to move “subsistenceoriented” and “small market-oriented” farmers into the commercial
farm sector.Fears that this shift to an
industrialized, intensive strategy
without due consideration of local
power relations will leave the poorest
out in the cold,are being expressed by
opponents of the World Bank-backed
Vision 20/20 plan for the Indian state
of Andhra Pradesh (see box).
®
World Bank’s Draft Rural Development Strategy
∑ wbln0018.worldbank.org/ESSD/
rdv/vta.nsf/Gweb/Strategy
Send your comments on the draft to the
RDS team (website above) and your
country's World Bank Executive Director.
Find your ED’s contact details:
∑ www.bicusa.org/mdbs/wbg/
execdir.htm
Send a copy of your correspondence on the
draft strategy to Pesticide Action Network:
µ mie@panna.org
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Bank support for private
healthcare questioned

market surveys and hospital investments, the IFC aims to increase support for private health insurance,and
for investments in the fields of pharmaceuticals, medical devices and
biotechnology.
Mike Rowson from Medact commented: “rather than strengthening
the private sector,why isn’t the Bank
pouring money into the public
health systems which have been left
devastated by two decades of adjustment programmes? In developing
countries, investment in the private
sector, far from creating a “demonstration effect”, often leads to an
internal brain-drain as health workers flock to better funded private hospitals, leaving the public sector in an
even worse state”.
®

The debate on the World Bank’s Private Sector
Development (PSD) approach has continued since the
Bank ﬁnalised its strategy in late February.
Two new studies add to the concerns
and criticisms raised by a number of
NGOs, trade unions and academic
commentators (see Update 26).Meanwhile a leaked IFC document sets out
aggressive targets for increasing
World Bank Group support for private healthcare.
The International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) complained that the Bank’s private sector
strategy may deprive poor people of
access to basic services.“The strategy
generally ignores the problems of
lack of regulatory control over the
newly privatized services and the situation of the employees of these
services. The proposed financing
scheme would favour multinational
enterprises as opposed to domestic
providers”. It stated that “the Enron
collapse, preceded by the fiasco of
energy market deregulation in California,graphically demonstrated the
downside of allowing large private
corporations to dictate market deregulation and privatization. Unfortunately, there is little evidence that
such messages have been understood by the international financial
institutions, since country-level
advice is still rife with admonitions to
privatize and deregulate.”
The European Network on Debt
and Development (EURODAD), in a
new report on the private sector
strategy,argues that:“on a rhetorical
level the discussion is relatively
focused on ‘pro-poor’ arguments
and on recognising the role of the

state in providing basic services. But
when looking at the actual policies,
the strategies are less convincing.”
Among EURODAD’s recommendations are that the Bank should positively discriminate in favour of
domestic industry and local entrepreneurs, and re-think the granting
of guarantees for independent
power producers.
Meanwhile internal IFC documents reveal that the Corporation
aims to increase its support for private investment in the social sectors
to between 4 and 5 per cent of IFC projects in the next few years. The IFC
argues that “improving access to,and
quality and efficiency of services in
the health sector is essential to the
growth and strengthening of the
middle classes—a key component in
increased economic productivity”.
The IFC sets out to invest in private
healthcare facilities in situations
where other investors are reluctant.
Through this it hopes to expand the
supply of healthcare and also contribute to the building of in-country
institutional and systemic capacity.
The Corporation argues that many of
its client companies “transfer technical expertise to public facilities thus
strengthening overall health system
capacity in the country”; and that
investing in cutting-edge facilities has
a demonstration effect on the sector
as a whole, reducing the brain drain
caused by medical professionals leaving to work in developed countries.
As well as continuing to support

World Bank
was “Enron pawn”

Leaked IFC document on private healthcare
available on request from Bretton Woods
Project: Topical Brieﬁng on Health and Investing in Private Health Care: Strategic Directions
for IFC, March 2002
Private Sector Development—Pro-Poor, Or
Merely Poor, Service Delivery?
EURODAD, March 2002
∑ www.eurodad.org/2poverty/analyses/
general/psd%20full%20text.doc
ICFTU statement to Spring meetings
∑ www.icftu.org/displaydocument.asp?
Index=991215013&Language=EN
∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/
topic/privatesector/p2601psdstrat.html
Bank ﬁnal PSD strategy
∑ www.worldbank.org/privatesector/
Reforming Public Hospitals—Options for
Public-Private Partnerships e-discussion
∑ rru.worldbank.org/hot_topics.asp
Private Investment and International Finance
Corporation investment in Healthcare
PSIRU, March 2002
∑ www.psiru.org/reports/
2002-03-H-capital.doc
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IMF conditionality
continues

NGOs and trade unions charge that
the IMF and World Bank are still
imposing strict conditions on loans
to borrowing countries. The Reality
of Aid 2002,produced by a global coalition of NGOs, states that: “far from
abandoning aid conditionality,international financial institutions and
bilateral donors are collaborating in
an unprecedented consensus to
retool the aid regime under the
rubric of ‘ownership’ and aid effectiveness”. This consensus includes:
• a new set of IMF benchmarks, standards and codes;
• selectivity—working with governments
which have adopted the ‘right’ policies;and
• aid disbursements linked to Poverty
Reduction Strategy Papers
The report argues that PRSPs are “the
antithesis of domestically rooted
and owned national poverty strategies”. African NGOs commented that
“in recent years bilateral donors have
ceded much of their decision-making power to the IMF”.
A statement from the International
Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU) also complains that the IMFhas
notimplemented its pledge to “streamline”structural conditionality.The IMF
said it would only place loan conditions
on the exchange system,the financial
sector, and fiscal policy. The ICFTU
believes that “various recent lending
agreements still appear to include
numerous structural conditions outside of the core areas”,citing a November 2001 stand-by arrangement with
Romania which included conditions
on domestic energy prices, privatization and restructuring of state-owned
enterprises.
®

Hazardous to Health: The World Bank and IMF
in Africa
∑ www.africaction.org/sap0204.htm

∑ www.realityofaid.org
∑ www.icftu.org

Bank ﬁngered in
Malawi famine

Boycott of WB bonds
reaches Europe

East Timor debt,
adjustment fears

A report released by the Institute for Policy
Studies (IPS) claims the World Bank
provided over $750 million in assistance to
Enron power projects in seven different
countries in the 1990s. Enron also
seconded staff to the Bank through the
World Bank Staff Exchange Programme.
It has also emerged that former Enron CEO
Ken Lay joined a Washington think tank
panel in 1996 that was examining the
World Bank’s future role. Mr. Lay attempted
to convince the Bank to stop funding social
programmes.

According to Action Aid, famine in Malawi
has been compounded by World Bank-guided
food policies. “The World Bank has been
encouraging Malawi’s government to keep
foreign exchange instead of storing grain,
which the bank argues could lose value.
The pressure to service an outstanding
bank loan prompted Malawi to sell 28,000
tonnes of stored maize to Kenya just three
months before the food crisis hit.” President
Bakili Muluzi conﬁrmed that the IMF and
the WB “insisted that Malawi had to sell
the maize to repay the commercial banks.”

European youth group ASEED organised a
four day meeting in March to discuss the
European development of the World Bank
Bond Boycott campaign. This aims to use
“grassroots ﬁnancial and political power” to
defund the World Bank and reduce its
power. Participants explored the future of
ﬁnancial activism, ethical investment and
other tactics.
ASEED is currently recruiting a young
person to serve as a European coordinator
for the campaign.

Enron’s Pawns: How public institutions
bankrolled Enron’s Globalization Game
∑ www.seen.org/pages/press_releases/
enronrelease0302.shtml

∑ www.actionaid.org/newsandmedia/
mfcrisis.shtml
∑ news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/
africa/newsid_1949000/1949694.stm

The ﬁrst elected government in East Timor
faces an estimated US $154–$184 million
shortfall in its initial three-year budget. In
anticipation of the need for external
ﬁnancing, the transitional government ﬁled
an application for IMF membership in early
April. The East Timor Action Network, however, called on the US and other donor
countries to cover the ﬁnancing shortfall,
thus preventing the new country entering
“the stranglehold of structural adjustment,
loans, and the vicious cycle of poverty.”
An ETAN spokesperson pointed out that
international ﬁnancial institutions and
donor governments “actively aided Indonesia’s genocidal occupation of East Timor”.

µ wbbb@riseup.net
∑ www.aseed.net
∑ www.worldbankboycott.org
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∑ www.etan.org/news/2002a/
03debt.htm
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Poverty Reduction Strategies
under intense scrutiny
The release of an IMF/Bank review of PRSPs coincides with an avalanche of independent investigations calling into
question the strategies’ effectiveness. Despite lauding increased participation, the IMF/Bank report concedes that
the role of parliamentarians, trade unions, women and the poor has been “limited”. Furthermore, it calls on the
staff of the Bank and Fund to resist making “extensive comments that could undermine ownership”.
Similar observations were made
about the PRSP process in Malawi at a
civil society forum on economic governance in late February.Participants
noted a lack of accountability and
transparency of the final PRSP document whose drafting was dominated
by an inner circle from the Finance
Ministry and the Bank.
A second major critique of the
process by the IMF/Bank researchers
was a lack of “prioritizing” and
“specificity” on the part of government drafters. According to
Ethiopian NGOs, this shortcoming
may be related to a lack of coherence
between PRSPs and national development goals. “The relationship
between the PRS, the policy matrix
and the list of targets/indicators is
not put clearly in the document”,
they argue. Governments which are
sceptical about Bank and Fund policies may simply be playing the tune

policies to achieve those goals.” This
despite the IMF/Bank noting the
“desireability of debate about alternative policy choices.”
The IMF/Bank review also urges
PRSP timing to respect national cycles
for decision-making to avoid overburdening government resources.
However,according to a World Visionsponsored study in Cambodia, just
the opposite has happened. Author
Kelly Currah argues that the Bank’s
unwillingness to accept the urgings
of both the Asian Development Bank
and the Royal Cambodian Government to compile two strategies into
one paper, shows that the PRSP
process has “become a tool with
which to muscle in on other development banks’ territory”.
The serious risk posed by linking
bilateral and multilateral aid to
country compliance with IFI poverty
reduction instruments has been put

that the Bretton Woods institutions
want to hear.
And the IMF/Bank report does not
miss the opportunity to bang the
drum for the Washington consensus,
urging PRSP countries to recognize
“the paramount importance of
macro-economic stability”;acknowledge “the primacy of the private sector
for growth”; and support “the desirability of trade openness in broad
terms.” It is this dogmatic approach
which is heavily criticized by two
new NGO reports.A report by German
NGO WEED on the first five PRSPs and
a case study of the Ugandan experience by Nyamugasira and Rowden,
of a Ugandan NGO network and a USbased NGO, highlight the lack of any
‘real’ discussions of macroeconomic
policies in the PRSPs.“Ugandan NGOs
were invited to provide input on the
development of poverty-reduction
goals, but not on the nature of the

in stark relief in Bolivia.Late last year,
after failing to introduce tax reforms
agreed with the IMF,the Bolivian government experienced a domino
process of credit cancellation. Some
US$170 million in loans from four different World Bank and IMF initiatives
were withheld, a situation which
may force the government to borrow
either on the domestic or international markets,triggering further violations of IMF criteria.
®
IMF/Bank Review of the PRSP Approach
∑ www.imf.org/external/np/
prspgen/review/2001/index.htm
Sign-on letter to WB and IMF from CSOs who
participated in the PRSP Review conference
∑ www.eurodad.org/2poverty/
prslistserve/archive/february2002/
docs/prsp_review_ signon.htm
Malawi Economic Justice Network and
ActionAid Malawi, Report on Civil Society
Economic Governance Forum
µ mejn@sdnp.org.mw
NGO Summary Perspective on PRSP for
Ethiopia
∑ www.mesob.org/prsp.htm
Nyamugasira and Rowden New Strategies,
Old Loan Conditions
∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/
topic/adjustment/a28ugandaprsp.pdf
World Vision report, Masters of their own development? PRSPs and the Prospects for the Poor
∑ wvioaptus.wvi.org/pahome.nsf
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SAPRIN ﬁndings overwhelming, but Wolfensohn tells NGOs to “change their tune”
Civil society groups put strong pressure on the World Bank before the
Spring meetings to push the organisation to take seriously the findings
of a joint assessment on structural
adjustment.The study,known as the
Structural Adjustment Participatory
Review Initiative (SAPRI), was
launched in 1997 as a follow-up to a
direct challenge to the Bank’s President, James Wolfensohn, by a global
network of NGOs engaged in the ‘50
Years is Enough’ campaign.
In a letter dated 9 April 1996,
Wolfensohn noted that “policy
reform has had a mixed track
record… Adjustment has been a
much slower, more difficult and
more painful process than the Bank
recognized at the outset.” After four
years of multi-country participatory
assessment of IMF and World Bank
adjustment programmes, the Bank
last year seemed anxious to distance
itself from the findings of a process it
had previously been heavily involved
in (see Update 24). The assessments
are summarized in a report launched
before the Spring meetings,The Policy
Roots of Economic Crisis and Poverty,
drawing conclusions of country studies of adjustment.Countries studied

“For the dozens of countries that have travelled down the
adjustment road, the problem is not that the reform process
has failed to generate economic benefits. It is that these
benefits have tended to be concentrated in a relatively few
hands, both domestic and foreign, while millions of other
people have increasingly been deprived of the resources and
opportunities they require to move out of poverty”.
From the SAPRIN/CASA assessment, ‘The Policy Roots of Economic Crisis and Poverty’, April 2002

include Bangladesh,Ecuador,Ghana,
Uganda, Zimbabwe and Hungary.
The authors are members of the
SAPRI Network (SAPRIN). They show
that structural adjustment policies
“have contributed to the further
impoverishment and marginalization of local populations, while
increasing economic inequality”.
The Bank long refused to discuss
the conclusions of the study.
“Wolfensohn wrote us at the beginning of SAPRI that he wanted to learn
about the relationship between
structural adjustment and poverty
and inequality so that the Bank
could do business differently”, says

Doug Hellinger of The Development
GAP, SAPRIN’s Global Coordinator.
“Yet,he and his top management did
not even show up to discuss the findings, as agreed, and then dropped
out of the process. We hadn’t heard a
word from them in over eight
months.” Yet after the report made
headlines in Europe, Wolfensohn
finally requested to meet SAPRIN representatives when they arrived in
Washington for the US launch.
Wolfensohn acknowledged that he
should have met them long before,
but dismissed their findings as ignorant of the changes that have
occurred during the past years. In a
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press conference on the eve of the
meeting Wolfensohn said: “I wish
some of them would change their
tune and tell us we haven’t done
enough on the next level of things
that we are doing, rather than going
back to things that were addressed
five years ago and to which I think we
have been particularly responsive.”
He nevertheless asked SAPRIN representatives to give him a few months
to study the findings more carefully,
before convening another meeting.
No doubt the report would be useful
input in the Bank review of its operational directive on structural adjustment that is scheduled to conclude
this summer.
®
SAPRIN report
∑ www.saprin.org/SAPRIN_Findings.pdf
Update 24 article
∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/
topic/adjustment/2408.html
Bank Adjustment Lending Policy
∑ wbln0018.worldbank.org/
institutional/manuals/opmanual.nsf
Wolfensohn quote
∑ www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/
transcripts/ts041902.htm
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IFC backs Laos gold mine

IMF role in debt arbitration disputed

In February the International Finance Corporation,

The mine is owned by Oxiana
Resources and Rio Tinto,two foreign
mining companies. They estimate
that the gold deposits at Sepon are
worth about US$1 billion. The companies have negotiated generous tax
breaks from the Lao government.
There are also no restraints on repatriation of money from the project.In
return, the Lao government is to
receive 2.5 per cent of the value of the
ore mined (after subtraction of
costs). The government also has an
option to buy a 10 per cent share in
the mine.
IFC hopes that its involvement in
the Sepon gold mine will encourage
further mining projects in Laos. Oxiana and Rio Tinto plan to use the
profits from the gold mine to
develop a US$100 million copper
mine at nearby Khanong. Although
this is described in project documents as Phase 2 of the operation,
the IFC has approved its loan without
studies of the combined impact of
both mines.
Oxiana commissioned consultants to carry out an Environmental
and Social Impact Assessment,completed last November. IFC describes
the project’s environmental and social
impact assessment as “detailed”, yet
the consultants are very vague about
the possibility of harming endangered species of fish in the Nam Kok
River.The consultants merely report

that “should these species actually
occur”,the impacts could range from
“severe” to “very minor”.
Waste earth and rock will be
dumped in the river,the water table is
likely to fall,and cyanide will be used
to extract gold from its ore. Forests,
farmland and scrub will also be
cleared to make way for the gold mine
which will cover 27.6 square kilometres. Two villages will be moved and
land in other villages may be affected.
The project’s Resettlement Action
Plan acknowledges that in these villages, “relocation might eventually
be necessary” and adds that “one
other village, not currently listed for
relocation, Ban Vieng (25 households), may require relocation.”
Rio Tinto has a record of human
rights violations and of causing damage to communities and their environments. IFC’s support primarily
benefits the companies developing
the project, Rio Tinto and Oxiana,
while putting local communities’
livelihoods and environment at risk.

Proﬁling Problem Projects: Making the Case
for Change at the International Finance
Corporation
∑ www.ciel.org/Iﬁ/
ifcproblemprojects.html

Ministers at the Spring Meetings
agreed that the IMFshould not,except
in “exceptional circumstances” provide large bailouts to countries in
financial crises.They also agreed that
further work should be done on new
approaches for countries facing
unpayable debts. But there is still a
fierce debate about how this should
be done. Jubilee Research and other
NGOs have been pushing for a statutory mechanism modelled on US
bankruptcy law, while the US government favours a market-based
approach.
The communiqué of the International Monetary and Finance Committee (IMFC), the ministerial body
which guides the IMF,welcomed “the
consideration of innovative proposals to improve the process of sovereign debt restructuring to help close
a gap in the current framework”.
These include a statutory, legally
binding option where an indebted
government and a super-majority of
its creditors could reach an agreement which would then be binding
on all creditors. This could work in
combination with private banks
introducing new clauses in government bonds. The Committee will
review proposals at its next meeting
at the end of September.
Anne Krueger, the IMF’s Deputy
Managing Director,has been pushing
for new institutional approaches to
prevent private investors assuming
that the IMF will provide bailout
finance to any economy that is in
trouble. She urged the creation of an
“orderly, predictable framework“.
However it is clear that geopolitics
constantly intervenes.Turkey has,for
example, received much more
favourable treatment than Argentina.
The IMFhas also been trying to ensure
that its own loans will not be subject

IMF welcomes coup
in Venezuela

IDA controversy
continues

World Bank contributes Secret meeting of
$2bn to Washington
global powerful on WTO

On 12 April Thomas Dawson, the gaffeprone IMF External Relations Director,
welcomed the short-lived Venezuelan
administration headed by Pedro Carmona,
a business association leader. His administration was installed as a result of a coup
against elected leader Hugo Chavez.
Mr. Dawson told a journalist “we stand
ready to assist the new administration in
whatever manner they ﬁnd suitable”.
Now that Chavez has returned to power
and restored the Congress it is not clear how
this incident will affect his relationship with
the Fund.

The controversy over reﬁnancing the World
Bank’s IDA arm was not resolved at the
Bank/Fund Spring Meetings. Indeed it has
been fuelled by a new study from the US Government’s General Accounting Ofﬁce which
suggests that the World Bank has deliberately
over-estimated the ﬁnancial costs of making
IDA deliver more grants. Twenty ﬁve US NGOs
have produced a paper, Responsible Reform
of the World Bank, which reviews current
policy debates and proposes improvements
to how the Bank goes about its business.

A study from George Mason University has
found that the World Bank generates
$2 billion in economic activity annually for
the Washington DC region. This ﬁgure
includes $851 million paid to nearly 14,000
employees, consultants and contractors,
and $217 million paid for goods and services. According to the study’s author,
Professor Stephen Fuller, “if the Bank left to
another world capital, there would be a hue
and cry about the loss of jobs and income.”
Perhaps the next time the US Congress
threatens to withhold funding, IFI campaigners should lobby to move the
bank-after decades of interest payments
many Southern capitals could use the cash.

the private sector arm of the World Bank, approved a
US$30 million loan to develop a gold mine at Sepon in
Savannakhet province in Lao PDR. Questions have been
raised about the mine’s impacts and whether the IFC’s
support is justiﬁed.

∑ www.imf.org/external/np/tr/
2002/tr020412.htm

Extracted from a longer article by Chris Lang
for the World Rainforest Movement Bulletin
µ chrislang@t-online.de
∑ www.wrm.org.uy/bulletin/57.html

∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/
topic/reform/r27granted.htm
∑ www.bicusa.org/usgovtoversight/
ida13.htm

to any new quasi-judicial mechanism
and to ensure that it continues to
have a leading role in giving policy
advice to indebted governments.
The G7/IMF proposals might well,
however, help prevent companies
using legal threats to extract full
payment from poor countries—as
Elliot Associates,a so-called ‘vulture
fund’, did with Peru recently. However, the private sector is mounting a
campaign to limit the reforms. The
chair of the Institute for International Finance, a banking industry
association, wrote recently to
Gordon Brown, chair of the IMFC,
proposing that the IMF set up a Private Sector Advisory Group to give
guidance on debt restructuring to
“sustain investor confidence and lay
the basis for orderly restructurings”.
There would be many problems
with the legitimacy of such a group.
Some observers are wary that
these discussions may be a case of
the IMF creating new roles to justify
its existence. NGOs have long
demanded the creation of an impartial body representing all stakeholders in the discussions. Conversely, a
number of groups such as Jubilee
South, have rejected the establishment of such a group, maintaining
their demand for unconditional and
immediate debt cancellation.
®
Sovereign Debt Restructuring: New Articles,
New Contracts or No Change?
Marcus Miller, April 2002
∑ www.iie.com/policybriefs/
news02-3.pdf
A New Approach to Sovereign Debt Restructuring
∑ www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/
exrp/sdrm/eng/index.htm
Jubilee Research report
∑ www.jubileeplus.org/analysis/
reports/jubilee_framework.html

The Evian Group held its annual meeting in
Montreux, Switzerland, last month inviting
a select group of business executives, policy
makers, academics and opinion makers.
Notable invitees were Nick Stern, Chief
Economist of the World Bank, and Pascal
Lamy, EC Trade Commissioner.
First convened in 1995, the Group’s
objective is to consolidate Asian-European
business relations and “provide solid
support and stimulation to the WTO”.
Funding comes from participating TNCs,
the EC and the Swiss Federal Government.
Perhaps not surprisingly the Chair of the
Evian Council is held by a Vice-President of
Nestlé, Michael Garrett.

∑ www.eviangroup.org
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Sustainability report out of step with
Bank managers, companies
The World Bank ﬁnally released its draft World Development Report on sustainable
development at the beginning of April. This was a welcome move, despite the short
timeline and lack of advance notice. Commentators gave the report a mixed reception.
Many praised its recognition that the political and social context of sustainability is as
important as the technical issues. The report also urges countries to maintain a range
of ‘assets’, arguing that countries need to safeguard their social and natural resources
in order to maintain economic development in the medium-term.
However, whilst raising these
insights towards the beginning, the
draft report does not follow them
through. Vested interests are mentioned in various places but there is
no serious treatment of the ways that
transnational companies and powerful governments obstruct debate
and block official action.An example
of this was given in mid-April when
the head of the Inter-governmental
Panel on Climate Changewas removed
from his post, apparently after
intense pressure from the US Government and US oil companies. The
scientist in question,Robert Watson,
is a senior figure in the World Bank’s
environment department.
The report recognises that climate
change poses major threats to developing countries including serious
risks of catastrophic and irreversible
climate and ecosystem disruption.
Whilst the Bank authors propose
shifting to more energy efficient
buildings, forms of transport etc.,
they duck the vital debates on global
institutional arrangements and
approaches to achieve this. Aubrey
Meyer of the Global Commons Institute commented “the Bank and the

Examples of this include the question of whether to establish a World
Environment Organisation, the
record of the Global Environment
Facility and the role of the Bank itself.
And many people preparing for the
Johannesburg summit have pointed
to the need for governments to
examine and reconcile the tensions
between international trade agreements and multilateral environmental agreements.The former have
the force of hard law—with a strong
institution to back them up, while
the latter have no compliance system or strong enforcement agency.
Interestingly the growing literature which raises concerns about the
international institutional architecture will soon be joined by a book
from World Bank Vice President for
Europe, Jean-Francois Rischard. His
book High Noon for Global Governance,
written in a personal capacity,argues
that twenty globally important
issues (including climate change and
financial crises) are getting worse
and the standard strategies for dealing with them, such as international
treaties, are woefully inadequate to
the task. New institutional mecha-

WDR 2003 are to be commended for
recognising the seriousness of the
problems”.However “they should be
more explicit that it is impossible to
solve such problems with random
market-based activity. They should
help foster understanding of the
need for a constitutional basis for
solving the problem on the basis of
precaution, prevention and equity,
as required by the UN climate treaty.
Contraction and Convergence is logically the only way of resolving this
set of problems”.
Unless the recommendations of
the chapter on global issues is
changed, the Bank risks being seen
as out of step not just with much
scientific, governmental and NGO
thinking, but also with that of many
corporations.The big insurance companies involved in the UNEP Financial Initiative say that climate-change
related damages are growing at
between two to four times the rate of
economic growth and 1,000 corporate CEOs at Davos recently described
climate change trends as ‘devastating’.
Another area where the WDR risks
being seen as too timid is on international institutional mandates.

nisms based on “global issues networks” should be created to monitor
compliance with globally recognized
standards and single out the nations
and organizations that are not cooperating.
Another commentator whose
views diverge markedly from those
in the draft WDR is Herman Daly.
Author of many well-known books
on environmental economics, Daly
worked with the World Bank in the
early 1990s and was invited back to
give a lecture in late April. He argued
that “the role of rich countries in sustainable development should be
addressed. Should they grow faster
to provide markets and capital for
poor countries or restrict their own
growth to free carrying capacity and
ecological space for poor countries
to use?” Daly pointed out that “globalization opts for the former and so
does WDR 2003, but without making
the case or even raising it”.
The report also covers more specific
issues of great interest to outside
commentators,including genetically
modified crops, the impacts of the
mining industry,forest certification,
watershed management and alternative national accounts. The WDR
team is redrafting the report by the
second week in May when the Bank’s
Board will discuss it.Especially given
the need to get such political clearance it is questionable how much
the WDR team will be prepared to
strengthen its analysis.
®
Links to the documents mentioned can be
found in the online Update edition
∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/
topic/knowledgebank/
k28wdr2003.html
The Bretton Woods Project is preparing a
commentary on the WDR in collaboration
with other organisations. For more information or to submit your views on the
report email:
µ wdr@brettonwoodsproject.org

IFC/FT conference on
Bank conference to
New Bank policy retreats New IFI newsletter
corporate sustainability cover trade, investment spark opposition
in spanish
A conference in central London on
May 28 will look at ‘Business and the
Challenge of Sustainable Development’.
It aims to make the case that “sustainability initiatives should become as much a
part of the modern business model as
networked computers and just-in-time
inventory management.” Speakers such as
the Former chairman of Shell Group and
the senior director of McDonald’s will
contribute alongside representatives from
various ﬁnancial organisations such as the
IFC. Jonathon Porritt, Chairman of the Sustainable Development Commission (UK)
will round off the proceedings.

∑ www.ftconferences.com

The World Bank’s major annual European
conference on development policy issues
will take place in Oslo, Norway from 24–26
June. The main conference will cover trade,
migration, weak states and institutions and
the political economy of ﬁnancial crises.
Workshops will consider many more topics,
including foreign direct investment,
corruption control and Poverty Reduction
Strategy Papers. Speakers include former
Mexican President Ernesto Zedillo, Murasoli
Maran, the Indian Minister of Commerce,
Barbara Stocking, Director of Oxfam and
World Bank Chief Economist Nick Stern.

The World Bank’s European ofﬁce is initiating a new type of meeting to discuss
controversial issues. The meetings will be
independently facilitated and be off the
record, attempting to “build bridges
between diverse players”. The ﬁrst will cover
trade and be held in the UK on 7 and 8
May. “Leading thinkers and policymakers
from civil society” have been invited. A
number of groups have chosen to engage
with this new process to see what can be
gained. But one group, Focus on the Global
South, has refused saying they are “totally
opposed to this kind of private and closed
meeting which perpetuates the lack of
public responsibility and accountability”.

∑ www.worldbank.org/abcde-europe
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A new bulletin Info-IFI aims to inform
Spanish-speaking readers about the actions
of the Multilateral Development Banks. The
bulletin, produced by Spanish NGO Acción
Informativa BMD provides critical information about projects backed by the World
Bank and Inter-American Development
Bank, with a focus on Latin America. It
aims to support campaigns by social
movements and generate debate.
The current issue covers topics including
Argentinian debt, health sector reforms in
Nicaragua and the planned construction of
another dam on the Paraná River to
generate electricity for Brazil.

∑ www.nodo50.org/isi/aibmd
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On Her Majesty’s slightly-less-secret service
Following the recommendations of
the Treasury Select Committee, the
UK Treasury’s latest annual report on
the IMF is better documented and
more explicit on UK positions at the
IMF than previous efforts. The Treasury has, for the first time, made the
voting record of the UK public. However this information is of little use
in a consensus-based system, where
the Board of Governors and Executive Board vote very rarely.
The Select Committee had urged
the Treasury to make all Board minutes public, since “the actions of the
UK and the Executive Board as a
whole remain opaque” and consensus-based decision-making “makes
it all the more necessary to publish
the minutes, so that the reasoning
behind the decisions can be fully
understood.” This request,however,
has been rejected on the grounds
that other countries do not agree.
A section of the report does present UK positions in general terms
but it lacks an in-depth analysis of
UK government goals and how it is
seeking to influence IMF policies,
governance and operations. Similarly the report fails to outline the
position taken by the UK on day-to-

day Board decisions, or say what the
ultimate Board decision was.
Other European governments
take different approaches to government accountability on the IMF.
France is comparable to the UK, but
the Spanish government seems very
reluctant to share information with
members of Parliament. The Secretary of State in charge of relations
with Parliament recently dismissed a
request for information from a Spanish MP who demanded an account of
information gathered by government representatives in international financial institutions. The
Spanish minister claimed that there
is no such thing as a Spanish position since Spain is part of a group of
countries taking positions collectively on the IFI boards, and also
because “communication between
the government and Spanish representatives is informal (mainly
through phone and e-mail) and
therefore no record is kept”.
®
∑ www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/
Documents/International_Issues/
International_Institutions/
int_ii_ukimf.cfm?

ß
IMF in Argentina: “failed to learn
the lessons of East Asia”
The waiting game continues as
Argentina teeters on the verge of
complete social and economic collapse. After two visits in less than a
month by IMF Director of Special
Operations, Anoop Singh, and highlevel meetings at the IMF-Bank
Spring Meetings in Washington,
Argentina has come away emptyhanded. The IMF claims it is offering
“tough love” by refusing to release
US$9 billion (of a requested US$25
billion) unless Argentina further
reduces its deficit and eliminates the
various government bonds which
now account for over one third of the
currency in circulation.
Following the failed talks in Washington came the resignation of Economy Minister, Jorge Remes Lenicov.
US Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill
said Remes most likely resigned
because “he realized he would be
unable to push through the economic reforms the IMF and the
United States were requesting.” He
was replaced on 25 April by pro-free
market Roberto Lavagna, the sixth
economy minister in just over a year.
In a desperate attempt to reach the
ever-rising bar set by the IMF the
Argentinian government’s latest
plan includes agreements with each
ISSN 1471-1168

of the fifteen provinces to reduce
expenditures. This is likely to spell
layoffs for over a quarter of the
provincial civil service.
Fierce opposition to the IMF’s
strategy for dealing with the Argentinian crisis is coming from all quarters.Speaking to the annual meeting
of the Inter-American Development
Bank in Fortaleza, Brazil this March,
Brazilian president Fernando Henrique Cardoso criticized the Fund
and its attitude toward Latin American countries. The usually diplomatic Cardoso accused the Fund of
treating Latin American officials as
“illiterates”. Former World Bank
Chief Economist, Joseph Stiglitz,
warns that the IMF’s “continual use
of contractionary policies that exacerbate economic downturns show
that they have failed to learn the
lessons of East Asia.” According to
polling firm Catterberg and Associates, 63 per cent of Argentines think
“it is necessary to carry out policy
independently of what the IMF recommends”.Alfredo Avelin,Governor
of San Juan province, summed up
public sentiment: “The only thing
lacking for us is to pull down the
Argentine flag and replace it with
the IMF’s.”
®

Evaluate the Update
and win free books!
We need your views on how useful you ﬁnd the Bretton Woods Update. All
respondents to our survey will be entered into a free prize draw. The ﬁve winners
will receive two excellent recent books, donated by Earthscan: Global Citizen
Action, (Eds. Mike Edwards and John Gaventa), and Multi-stakeholder Processes for
Governance and Sustainability: Beyond Deadlock and Conﬂict (Ed. Minu Hemmati).
A short questionnaire is included in the mailout of the Update. It will take no
longer than ﬁve minutes to ﬁll out. Please return either by post or by fax (see
contact information below) by 24 June.
You can also download the questionnaire as a word document at the URL
below and send it to us as an email attachment

∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/update/survey.html
µ updatesurvey@brettonwoodsproject.org

Report outlines new communications approaches
for Bank/Fund watchers
A new report examines how civil society groups monitoring the International
Financial Institutions (IFIs) communicate with each other and sets out new
options for the future. The study recommends basic improvements to existing
usage of the web and e-mail, and proposes the establishment of a web ring and
consideration of more advanced systems of information pooling.
The report is based on a review of websites and e-mail lists produced by IFIwatching NGOs, plus in-depth interviews and questionnaires with active network
hubs and with recipients of NGO information. As well as its main conclusions, the
report contains a list of electronic newsletters/listserves in this area, as well as case
studies of successful and less successful approaches to collaborative information
management. These include Jubilee 2000 as well as Labourstart, an initiative which
collects and distibutes news from a wide range of people working on labour issues.
The report was commissioned by the Bretton Woods Project, with a grant
increase from the CS Mott Foundation. It was carried out by Ethical Media Ltd., a
company which provides media and communications solutions for a range of
NGOs and ofﬁcial organisations.
The Bretton Woods Project is now taking forward more detailed discussions
with organisations which have expressed interest in collaborating more closely on
World Bank/IMF-related information exchange and publication. Comments on the
report, suggestions and expressions of interest in working together on new,
collaborative approaches are welcome.

µ comms@brettonwoodsproject.org
∑ www.brettonwoodsproject.org/strategy
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